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While most previous research has implied or assumed
that the conversational structure giving each speaker a turn to speak
is universally normative, findings of one study suggest that in
interactions with at least four participants, alternatives to this
rule are possible. A phenomenon called *conversational fission"
occurs when a four- (or more) person conversation departs from the
one-person-one-turn format and two or more subconversations occur,
allocating multiple speaker and multiple listener roles. This pattern
is illustrated in a siz-person conversation, both in speech and in
body, head, and eye movements. At some point, two or more
participants may self-select to speak simultaneously, and the
situation is either repaired by one or more speakers becoming silent,
or becomes two or more simultaneous conversations. This initial
simultaneous talk may be an invitation to fission and may also
involve a search by the simultaneous speakers for an available
subgroup of listeners. The dyadic tura-taking model should be revised
to account for turns taken simultaneously in non dyadic
conversations, a multi systemic interaction pattern. This pattern
also argues against the assumption of verbal hegemony in interaction
with the related consideration that the right to speak is inherently
limited rather than interactionally controlled and negotiated.
(Author/USE)
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This brief note is based on continuing research on patterns of son-

eadic tors-tales which are discussed in a lengthier, ummblished report

(Sigma, 11110). The phenomenon I wish to describe is °conversational

fissiee,° which is defined as the reorganization of a conversation

regulated by a ene-person-at-a-time turn- taking role into one characterized

by the empleyeaet of multiple ture-embenoe systems. fission is said to

occur when a conversation involving at least four participates °Weeks

down' momentarily, i.e., the one - person ones -tars format is relinquished

and two (or more) subcoswersatiees transpire. Socks, gal. suggest the

term °safes° for a process similar to the one described herein. "There

are eschenises for the salsa of one conversation into more than one con-

versation. These mechanisms can operate when at least four parties are

present, since thee there are enough parties for two conversations. With

four parties, then, schism is a systemetic possibility° (1974: 713).

The findings of the present research suggest that, indeed, in Wer-

e* actions with at least four speaker/hearers, altereetives to the one -turn-

at-a -thee rule for structuring conversations are possible. These data thus

extend current thinking on the organizational features of interaction,

specifically by arguing against the application of dyadic research to

multi - participant conversation (cf. Duncan, 1972; Sacks, et pl. 1974;

Nieman and Kapp, 1975).

Most previous research has Implied or assumed that the one-turn

structure is universally normative. Duncan writes, for example: 'Just as

it is desirable to avoid bumping into people on the street, it is desir-

able to avoid in conversation an inordinate amount of simultaneous talk.

Wend considerations of etiquette It is difficult to maintain adequate

mutual comprehensibilityienen participants in a conversation are talking

at the sane tame' (1972: 263). This suggestion is echoed in the turn-

taking research of Sacks, et at. (1974) and of Widmann and Knapp (1975).

Sacks and his colleagues write that interruptions are violations and

require repair mechanisms: °. . . If two parties find themselves talking



at the some time one of them will stop prematurely, this repair's' the

treehl (1074: 701). biases an beep este that "the abase of

simaltaesen torus (f.e., both particfnets fe the twomersatinclaiming

the spookily tire at the same time) draft the an n. of spookin roles

is considered a successful mime* (1070: 79).

Despite these seggestions, this pew iodic:Hes that leterecteets di

n esse stmeltamens talkin turns through the apprapriata fission ketavfor,

sod tint the allecatfee of wdtfple listener and multiple speaker roles

spy teas altereative to the sue -tare Meet otherwise available to

perticitents.

1 will provide one extended analysis and them a emery stateliest of

the research. The toromple I am cenermed with occurs two Meetss fate the

fatoratties:

30

17

22

15

11

1

23
tarry: ...the comfamence nsgr came

off at Temple, it me,

40
(Pt), whody knew

ALL: (laegOter)

SWUM: They still dee't knowl

213

NANSNN: (ten will they known

the data far this research are taken free the video-taped intellection of
a sfssember research Tronscriptioa conversation fellow these of
Neil Jefferson. embers above the dialogue represtat participamts' visual
behavior aid are keyed to the eye gen listing at the end of the verbal
treascriPt.

2

4

1000T: Nest eon, they're Wm; to

hew, mext meek, whether

they're pia. to de it or

met

IMO: Bid yea hear Betty

17
set all the application

fens fa theme'?

IETTY:

SAM:

MN:

OEM:

NANNY:

iagefe

Vieh, 1 brew ( )

Yeah, a snood set

31
24 41

You'll probably get thee

a few more times

Tosh

Om, het

they daft know (whether

it's gain to hones

31

es
was: no psis to kw this

BETTY: Okay. easy

3

5

2

ST011101:

HOMO: IN cuss the whole conferenef

13
3
or jest

STEPHEN: the Temple coeforesce

NOW (That I bow)

STUMM: Ne, no ( )

42
12
4

HOMO: Wash, bet aren't

there members of the

peep // pertictletiert

19
S

STEPHEN: Peek bet obviously if there fs

no Tonle conferee's, thee ....



aga Li sties for Above

INOmet

1. off camera
2. to Barrypearses/getty
3. to Howard
4. head sweep from left to right, looking out over group
6. to Seward

MMErd

11. off CAW.
12A. in generai direction of Berry/Marsha/Betty
12b. head sweep to left, i.e., to Berry
13. to Stephen

16. off camera
17. to Barry/Marsha/Betty
18. brief look to Howard. than back as in 17
19. tolewerd/Steehee

nunOmt

22. down at papers on her lap, then to Betty
23. to Barry
24. down at papers on her lap
25. briefly to Betty. then done at papers on her IMP

(hotly

27. down at her lap
28. to Harsh'
29. to Barry
30. to center of table in front of her, then does at her lap
31. to Marsha

39. to coffee table in front of him
40. to Harsha/sen
41. down at table
42. to Howard/Stephen

As Marsha says "...got all the applications...." Howard interrupts with

'You mean the wnole conference?". From this point on. as indicated by the

transcription convention of the double colleens. there are two subconrersa-

tions sieultaneously constructed.

In this example. a transition-relevance pole, the point in conversation

in which spent.- .hinges occur, is peesemably reached after Barry's second

wt.

turn at talk. I have indicated H's with a single star above. At this

point. two individuals (Marsha and Howard) self-select and begin to vie for

the one right to speak. Barry has finished speaking, and is looking at

Marsha during the completion of his turn (continuation of point 40). His

turn at this mow* is a response to a question just asked by Marsha:
When will they know?' Based on Barry's visual orientation (cf. Duncan,

1972) and the fact that he has just followed up a question specifically

initiated by Marsha for hte, we eight say that Marsha has now beam yielded

(or returned) the speaking tura by Barry. However, Berry does not verbally

select Marsha to hold the floor next. and Marsha's statement initiates a

topic different from Berry's. For these reasons. Harsh' may be considered

either a self-selector or an 'other'- selected by Barry. In any case, she

and Howard begin the construction of their respective terns at approodiestely

the same tire (Nouerd comes in about a second later).

Sacks and his ce-we ekers (1974) suggest that, given the possibility of

such simultaneous self-selections, there must be repair mechanisms to

rectify one possible negative outcome of this, i.e., prolonged sier:t emus

talk by the self-starters. These writers therefore suggest that , Remedios

turns nay be resolved when one of the speakers falls prematurely silent.

i.e., does not complete the talk of his/her turn. They write: '. . . The

basic device for repairing Noire then one at a tem' involves a protease*

which is itself otherwise violative in turn-taking tense, namely stopping

a turn before its possible completion point . ." (1974: 724). In

previous reseerch. I have noted that the simultaneous weaker who receives

no visual contact from the other participants carries out this repair work,

i.e., falls silent or prematurely terminates his/her tern (Sigman, 1878).

This visual (and postural) orientation does not yield a turn, rather it

designates or specifies a next speaker. It should be noted, however, that

this repair mechanism does not seem to be employed by either Nokerd or

Marsha. or the others co-present. Instead, a state of simultaneous talk by

the two individuals is initiated. and. axe initiated. it Is contributed

to with verbalizations by the other participants (Betty and Barry with

Marsha, Stephen with Howard.

Entry into a state of fission may thus be seen as an alternative to the

repair meceenisw described by Sacks for the situation of two simultaneous

self-selectors. In the above exemple, two individuals simultaneously start

S



the mostruction of a ten. Rather the see of the speakers fallfeg silent.

both centime their tures and are meeteally reap eded he by these assemiel

the role of listener (multiple tere-desigmatim). Let es see hew fission

is accemplisited in mere detail.

Marsha has hope to ask her gentian Pet after Berry's term Barry

sod Marsha are postural), eriested to each Ober, sot, as meted above. it

appears as if Barry has yielded Ms previous turn to fierobs. At this time

else. Barry. Betty. Ken and Stooks. are also widened visually to Menlo

tee the eye gaze ciort, embers t, 17, 2S, and 40). At the beginsieg of Ms

seetence, mile mem the whole conforms. . limmerd's fete appears to be

in tee direction member. between Barry and Marsh; tmesdistely after

'geese' Mimes it slightly to Ms left, in the direction of Berry (number

12h). Marsha's statement is directed primarily at Berry. Howard also

appears to be trying to gain the attention of this Immediately preceding

turn-possessor. Homerd's statement is, in fact, a request for clarification

based on Barry's proving' bare. Barry maims vismallyerioned to Maros

during Howard's interruption. Instead of falling silent, braver, Mood

directs his eye gaze eft Barry end toward the perticipeet to his

immediate right (ember 13). In then saying for jest,' Mimed lowers his

voice and seem to project his voice in the direction of Stolen% (es opposed

to the tarter group). Stephen moves his left shoulder closer to Howard.

Also, osi the eye gaze chart. Stephen ad Homed establish reciprocal visual

contact at alaost the same time, i.e., at points 3 and 13. respectively.

Stephen follows up on the topic initiated by Howard, 'leaving" the topic

being discussed by Marsha and Betty. Stephen first offers a clarification

to Howard (i.e., it is the Tamil conference being referred to) and then

the two of than continue with the talk topics sustained by Howard's ques-

tions. As the me gaze chart indicates, Howard maintains visual position

no. 3 (visual direction to Stephen) throughout their talk; Stephen looks

briefly to the entire group at no. 4, but otherwise maintains fairly

constant eye direction to Howard (embers 3 and 5).

It can be seen that shut amity of talk is a necessary but not suffi-

cient condition in the process of successful fission. In addition to

simultaneous speech, both simultaneous speakers must be provided with an

audience. i.e.. each must receive a turn-designation signal. I will dis-

cuss each of terse various points in turn.

In the above simple, the formation of the too subcoeversatines results

mhos simultaneous tore-requeSting (or self-telectiom) is net by metiple

turn - designation. Is contrast with this 1...Voltam er Nadia fission,
there are also instances of What can be considered Itgftl.fisaiem. This

second type of fissile occurs atom, within the lergar grump, a smaller sob-

peep comprising two (or mere) speakers is formed for several moods,

i.e., twe or mere participsets are visually and postairellyselemild only to

each ether over an exteeded time dories the interaction, and than a second

subgroup fonts. That is, as meetsflier° to this first treme aye attempt

(1) to join this subgroup. or (7) to engage a fellow 'outsider* in talk, er

(3) to fire mother brook-Amy group with a embroil, issider. Fissile

results Women" this outsider establishes a state of talk with at least

one other, Mill SOO of thermin's of the first subgroup remain talking.

The progression in this case is that of on subgroup of the larger Novena-

ties greasily followed by another.

The initial simeltamiety of talk establishes an invitation! fission.

In the example, tie question posed by Homed serves to invite at hest one

ether participant to join Mn in talk. Initially, emend tees net moor to

be a Iratiffee speaker for am of the or participants -- Barry (the

previous torn-possessor) is posturally oriented to Marsha, and all others

are visually allotted to her as wall. I weeld suggest that complete fissile

results mice Stephan has oriented to Homed and has provided sae ilre-

demenatiee sigma, i.e., has accepted emend as speaker. Prier to thil.

Howard is a speaker 'in search of an auditor." Stephen provides ratification

or acceptance by: (1) directing visual orientation easy from Marsha and

others, and in the direction of Howard: (2) pastorally reorienting with

Howard; and (3) providing a statement %hick clarifies the question being

asked, and, at the mom time, indicates that the question is helot attended.

At a minimum, acceptance of fission requires bodily orientation to the

simultaneous speaker and my not require substantive talk.

Part of the invitation to fission may involve a search by the simul-

taneous smoke ; for the availability of listeners. There is an indication

with this that one's turn is being constructed, not for the entire group,

but for a subgreop. Even the speaker who is interrupted any check to see if

ha/she is being attended. This may involve postural and visual shifting

and a modification of voice Will to acommodate Other speakers. In



Militias, one finds a series of false starts until the speaker receives a

turn - designation. That is, speakers stammer through the first syllables of

their attempt.% uhibe Northing far Menial listmers.

The teetative behavior units sod %actions associated with fission my

he %merited in the following miner:

A. SENULTANEITY OF TALK (411VITATION")

1. immediate }lesion

a. simultaneous self - selection by two imdivtdumls

or

or

2.

b. interruption of cermet speaker (oo aelstimg subgroup)

&semi finial (in the case of a subset of interactions

engaged only with each other -- "insiders' .- to the

apparent enclusim of resSisiss gram Ambers --

"outsiders')

a. torrent speaker interrupted by outsider directing

enema is another outsider

or

b. current speaker interrupted be outsider directing

utterance to an insider

S. SEARCH FOR LISTENER AVAILABILITY (CPITONAL)

Sane or all of the simatemeses speakers (i.e., not only the

interrmptor) will attempt to make visas' contact andiar gain

postural orientation with non- speakers.

C. VOICE LEVEL. FUICIVATIONS (OPTIONAL)

1. The interroptormay attempt to gain attention by wising/

lowering volume

airman

2. The interrupted say accomodate to the voice live of the

other Omits:mous speaker(:)

O. ACCEPTANCE

The listemer(s) will sigma availability of additioas1 "floors'

(turn designate) and mcknowledee the fission levitation by any

combination of the fellowine:

1. orienting visual/posturally to one of the simultaneous

speakers

2. verbally contributing to the topic initiated by the two

of one of the Omit/mom smokers

2. verbally (vocally) indicating that the simultaneous

speaker Mould centiede (e.g., using buffers)

Is seveaUt this paper has demostroted a preliminary organisation to

moversatimal fission, aed, in so doing. has %plied thet *edit two-

taking models must be revised is order to take =mot of term simoltamously

in sse.4yodic Csawersatifts. fission is an interesting yet unemplmemidemein

for interaction %Mars. Its appeal to isterectimists derives, in 'mt.

from the fact that fission is multi-systemic: the processes *Wel

speaker/hearers moose multiple subconversations (and then wholly merged

comarsations) involves the study of the interdepeodeocies of the Urn-

taking system. topic negotiation, utterance functions, etc. Pereover, ttese

concepts argue against the a priaristic assumption of venal hommom in

interaction with the related consideration that the right to speak is

inharsatly limited rather than interectionally controlled and negotiated.

Further work is tIssrlycatIsd for.
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